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LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 220 pages.
Dimensions: 8.7in. x 5.9in. x 0.5in.The unprecedented decline in biodiversity during the past few
decades calls for immediate thorough review of biological wealth and proper conservation
strategies of genetic-diversity. Despite huge economic potential, inadequate characterization of
tropical bamboo leads to indiscriminate use of this green gold, posing potential threat to the
tropical gene pool. Identification of bamboo is difficult due to lack of reproductive structure for its
unusually long flowering cycle. This book provides a comprehensive characterization protocol
(morphological and molecular) for bamboo speciesgenotype including development,
characterization and screening strategies involving species- and genotype-specific molecular
markers. Superiority of bamboo fibers from several natural habitats was assessed as a pilot study
and molecular-marker- based screening strategy was described with genomic insights controlling
the supremacy. This book should help academicians interested in molecular taxonomy, marker
technology and genetic diversity assessment as well as quality-control personnel in paper and pulp
industry for selecting superior fiber yielding genotypes with low downstream processing. This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke

Comprehensive manual! Its such a excellent read through. I have read and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once more once again in the
future. Your life period will be change when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Cor die Ha uck DV M-- Cor die Ha uck DV M
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